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Beautiful People

watching his three-year-old son engrossed in an imagined world of bus commuters made photographer Jordan Matter wonder why we, adults, cannot be wholly present in the moment; why the passion or energy of moments are overtaken by cynicism and indifference. In an attempt to find a visual expression of this energy Matter began a project with dancers, who are trained to capture passion with their bodies, and are able to physically express what most people can’t. Published in Dancers Among Us, it took three years to complete, and is a collection of images that celebrate life.
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The book *Dancers Among Us*, and a 2014 calendar featuring shots from the book, are available on [amazon.in](http://amazon.in) and [flipkart.com](http://flipkart.com). [dancersamongus.com](http://dancersamongus.com) features a selection from the book, and [AthletesAmongUs.com](http://AthletesAmongUs.com) is his new project, similar to *Dancers*. More about his work at [jordanmatter.com](http://jordanmatter.com).